Gary Loper -“Building Better Relationships”
P.O. Box 531463, St. Petersburg, Florida 33747
727.374.7652

Connect with Gary:
Twitter Accts.

Facebook Accts.

LinkedIn

Website

Email

Thank you for this opportunity to share my experiences with your audience. Here is a list of general
questions we can explore during our time together. There are many more questions then we'll have
time for, choose the ones that will help you and your audience the most.
Questions Specific to My Background:




How do you help people and business Master their Twitterverse?
How did you get started on Twitter?
How did you attract over 100K followers?

Questions That Your Audience Would Want to Know:





















Why should we be using Twitter to expand our message and business?
Twitter can be so noisy - especially to a new tweeter. How can we filter the noise and find the
people and conversations we want to have?
How much should we be tweeting to attract new followers?
How can we attract new targeted followers?
Where can we find great content and connections without taking hours out of our day?
How can a local business expand their Twitter network with other locals?
Why is Twitter better over the other social networking sites?
Why should we have a large list of followers?
Many people seem to get stuck and cannot add new people to follow, what is going on - did
they do something wrong?
What are your ‘Follow’ rules on Twitter?
Should we have multiple accounts on Twitter?
How much time is needed to make an impression and attract an audience on Twitter?
How do we build the community?
What should we tweet? — What are the four E’s for Effective Tweeting?
What is the most valuable real estate on Twitter?
When should we sell on Twitter?
How do we find a targeted audience?
How do we become a great follower to attract our own audience?
What is the purpose of lists?
How can we help others promote their business?







What are the advantages of scheduling and automation tools/services?
What are hashtags?
What are some ways to create engagement with our audience?
How can we stand out from thousands of others providing the same service, create a
differentiation?
Is social networking flooded with niche, and is there no sense for a new person to get started?

At the End of the Interview Process:




Tell us about your Twitter Parties. When is the next one?
How can we get your free ebook: Master the Twitterverse: Guide to Getting More Followers?
Are there others ways you help people learn to Master their Twitterverse?
(This question will invite people to a paid 8-week course - you are welcome to become an
affiliate and receive a referral commission for sharing this offer. Sign up to - Become an
affiliate.)

Questions about #GLTP (Gary Loper Twitter Party):
A possible title for an interview specifically on my Twitter Party: #GLTP, Gary Loper Twitter
Party is a Virtual Networking Event on Steroids.
Many people getting started on Twitter are always looking for ways to grow their followers and build
their communities. One way is to be a part of the virtual blast. Join #GLTP for great conversations,
build new relationships, engage and meet new people, become an engaging conversationalist – make
valuable connections!
Questions You Can Ask:











What is a Twitter Party?
How is tweeting during a party more advantageous than regular tweeting?
How would we benefit from hosting our own party?
How can we play a bigger part in someone else's Twitter party?
How can attending a Twitter Party help build our followers and community?
How can we find out when Twitter Parties or Tweet Chats are taking place?
How would we best participate in the Twitter parties?
Tell us about your Gary Loper Twitter Party - #GLTP - What makes it special?
When is the next party scheduled?
Please share with us on how we all can become The Master of Our Own Twitterverse.

